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One of the first skills that children will learn is grasping. By grasping and grabbing, they explore

their environment, groping themselves along to comprehending and then to conceptualizing

things. According to recent studies, motor activity is conducive to the formation of intelligence:

grasping things entails grasping ideas. This would mean that cognitive capacities are based on the

physical, corporal interaction with the environment.

Cognition is also what Verena Thürkauf's work wants to inspire. Her creativity stems from an 

intrinsic equilibrium of mental energy. When she uses her blackened hands to leave "grasping"

and "groping traces" on the white ground, she does it out of complete concentration. These traces,

which cannot be modified any more, are therefore of a most final nature. In her concentration, the

artist as a groping subject and the form as the object being groped are becoming one. 

Concentration here means shutting out discursive thought, emptying oneself while increasing 

attention to get from emptiness to the fullness of being. In this sense, Verena Thürkauf's attitude is

quite comparable to that of zen artists. For them as well as for her, the path of reduction is the path

toward the essential. Verena Thürkauf's work has always been closely related to her own 

physicality. The body sets the units of measurement (the span of the hand, an arm's radius and

reach, the rhythm of breathing, the time of a heartbeat ...), it is expression, condition and, 

ultimately, validation of human existence. She has a keen sense of perception for the things one

does carelessly because 
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To structure and categorize everything is a genuinely human desire, it gives us a certain sense of

control. In the face of the infinity of time and space, this longing for structure, for classification

may seem psychologically understandable but it is ultimately quite absurd. This is why Verena

Thürkauf puts the emphasis of her work on the conceptual basics and the careful realization of an

idea: it is the process of creating that she concentrates on, not results-oriented acting, "getting

things done" that is so important in our civilization. 

With her topical treatment of body movements one is easily tempted to think of the concept of 

performance. Indeed we find performance features, for instance in all works with grasping traces,

such as her installation work from 1997 titled Lose Posen (Loose Poses). On the wall there are 

rectangular corner markings, always at the same height in which one would usually hang 

paintings, and these corner markings could be fit with standard paper formats. They give a 

minimum of information to define a shape. On the floor below thisseries of markings, the paper

sheets belonging to them have been dropped; they show the artist's black fingerprints. This work

is particularly irritating in the context of a museum, which is after all the place where art is 

normally supposed to hang. One can feel the artist's enigmatic irony here when she deliberately 

refuses to satisfy the expectations of her audience. This work is an exemplary reference to the kind

of questions that Verena Thürkauf concerns herself with. 

As a rule, our civilization appreciates any activity only with respect to its result. Verena Thürkauf,

however, is interested in the intermediate area between the intention and its accomplishment.

Studies like Loose Poses that show the traces of a concrete doing and where the act of grasping

and of approaching is the focus of attention, are given the heading of Entr'Acte by the artist: an 

enterprise between two poles. As Verena Thürkauf comments: «By creating order, I also create 

disorder at the same time, and vice versa. The one is unthinkable without the other, both are 

mutually dependent.»
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